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OVERPSEUDOPRIMES, AND MERSENNE AND FERMAT
NUMBERS AS PRIMOVER NUMBERS
VLADIMIR SHEVELEV, GILBERTO GARCI´A-PULGARI´N,
JUAN MIGUEL VELA´SQUEZ-SOTO, AND JOHN H. CASTILLO
Abstract. We introduce a new class of pseudoprimes-so called “overpseu-
doprimes to base b”, which is a subclass of strong pseudoprimes to base
b. Denoting via |b|n the multiplicative order of bmodulo n, we show that
a composite n is overpseudoprime if and only if |b|d is invariant for all
divisors d > 1 of n. In particular, we prove that all composite Mersenne
numbers 2p − 1, where p is prime, are overpseudoprime to base 2 and
squares of Wieferich primes are overpseudoprimes to base 2. Finally, we
show that some kinds of well known numbers are overpseudoprime to a
base b.
1. Introduction
First and foremost, we recall some definitions and fix some notation. Let
b an integer greater than 1 and N a positive integer relatively prime to b.
Throughout, we denote by |b|N the multiplicative order of b modulo N . For
a prime p, νp(N) means the greatest exponent of p in the prime factorization
of N .
Fermat’s little theorem implies that 2p−1 ≡ 1 (mod p), where p is an odd
prime p. An odd prime p, is called a Wieferich prime if 2p−1 ≡ 1 (mod p2),
We recall that a Poulet number, also known as Fermat pseudoprime to
base 2, is a composite number n such that 2n−1 ≡ 1 (mod n). A Poulet
number n which verifies that d divides 2d−2 for each divisor d of n, is called
a Super-Poulet pseudoprime.
Sometimes the numbers Mn = 2
n − 1, n = 1, 2, . . ., are called Mersenne
numbers, although this name is usually reserved for numbers of the form
Mp = 2
p − 1 (1.1)
where p is prime. In this form numbers Mp, at the first time, were studied
by Marin Mersenne (1588-1648) around 1644; see Guy [5, §A3] and a large
bibliography there.
In the next section, we introduce a new class of pseudoprimes and we
prove that it just contains the odd numbers n such that |2|d is invariant for
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all divisors greater than 1 of n. In particular, we show that it contains all
composite Mersenne numbers and, at least, squares of all Wieferich primes.
In the fourth section, we give a generalization of this concept to arbitrary
bases b > 1 as well. In the final section, we put forward some of its conse-
quences.
We note that, the concept of overpseudoprime to base b was found in two
independent ways. The first one in 2008, by Shevelev [9] and the second
one, by Castillo et al. [2], using consequences of the Midy’s property, where
overpseudoprimes numbers are denominated Midy pseudoprimes.
The first sections of the present work is a revisited version of Shevelev [9].
In the last section, we present a review of Shevelev [10], using results from
Castillo et al. [2].
The sequences A141232, A141350 and A141390 in [11], are result of the
earlier work of Shevelev.
2. A class of pseudoprimes
Let n > 1 be an odd number. When we multiply by 2 the set of integers
modulo n, we split it in different sets called cyclotomic cosets. The cyclo-
tomic coset containing s 6= 0 consists of Cs = {s, 2s, 2
2s, . . . , 2ms−1s}, where
ms is the smallest positive number such that 2
ms · s ≡ s (mod n). Actually,
it is easy to see that ms = |2| n
gcd(n,s)
. For instance the cyclotomic cosets
modulo 15 are
C1 = {1, 2, 4, 8},
C3 = {3, 6, 12, 9},
C5 = {5, 10}, and
C7 = {7, 14, 13, 11}.
Denote by r = r(n), the number of distinct cyclotomic cosets of 2 modulo
n. From the above example, r(15) = 4.
Note that, if C1, . . . , Cr are the different cyclotomic cosets of 2 modulo n,
then
r⋃
j=1
Cj = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} and Cj1 ∩ Cj2 = ∅, j1 6= j2. (2.1)
We can demonstrate that
|2|n = lcm(|C1|, . . . , |Cr|). (2.2)
If p is an odd prime the cyclotomic cosets have the same number of
elements, because for each s 6= 0 we have ms = |Cs| = |2| p
gcd(p,s)
= |2|p. So
|C1| = · · · = |Cr|. (2.3)
Therefore, when p is an odd prime, we obtain
p = r(p)|2|p + 1. (2.4)
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This leave us to study composite numbers such that the equation (2.4) holds.
Definition 1. We say that an odd composite number n is an overpseudo-
prime to base 2, if
n = r(n)|2|n + 1. (2.5)
Note that if n is an overpseudoprime to base 2, then 2n−1 = 2r(n)|2|n ≡ 1
(mod n). Thus, the set of overpseudoprimes to base 2 is a subset of the set
of Poulet pseudoprimes to base 2.
Theorem 2. Let n = pl11 · · · p
lk
k be an odd composite number. Then n is an
overpseudoprime to base 2 if and only if
|2|n = |2|d, (2.6)
for each divisor d > 1 of n.
Proof. Let s, different from zero, be an arbitrary element of Zn. Take us =
gcd(n, s) and vs =
n
us
. Then s = aus, for some integer a relatively prime
with n. As we said before, |Cs| = |2|vs .
Note that when s runs through a set of coset representatives modulo n,
vs runs through the set of divisors of n. So the value of |Cs| is constant if
and only if |2|d is invariant for each divisor d > 1 of n, which proves the
theorem. 
A direct consequence of the last theorem is the following.
Corollary 3. Two overpseudoprimes to base 2, N1 and N2 such that |2|N1 6=
|2|N2 , are relatively primes.
Corollary 4. For a prime p, Mp = 2
p−1 is either a prime or an overpseu-
doprime to base 2.
Proof. Assume that Mp is not prime. Let d > 1 be any divisor of Mp. Then
|2|d divides p and thus |2|d = p. 
Corollary 5. Every overpseudoprime to base 2 is a Super-Poulet pseudo-
prime.
Proof. Let n be an overpseudoprime to base 2 and take d an arbitrary divisor
of n. By Theorem 2, d is either prime or overpseudoprime to base 2. In any
case, we have 2d−1 ≡ 1 (mod d). 
Example 6. Consider the super-Poulet pseudoprime, see A178997 in [11],
96916279 = 167 · 499 · 1163. We know that, cf. A002326 in [11], |2|167 =
83, |2|499 = 166 and |2|1163 = 166. Thus the reciprocal of the above corollary
is not true.
Assume that p1 and p2 are primes such that |2|p1 = |2|p2 . Then |2|p1p2 =
lcm(|2|p1 , |2|p2). In consequence, n = p1p2 is an overpseudoprime to base 2.
With the same objective, we get the following.
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Theorem 7. Let p1, . . . , pk be different primes such that |2|pi = |2|pj , when
i 6= j. Assume that plii is an overpseudoprime to base 2, where li are positive
integers, for each i = 1, . . . , k. Then n = pl11 · · · p
lk
k is an overpseudoprime
to base 2.
3. The (w + 1)-th power of Wieferich prime of order w is
overpseudoprime to base 2
Knauer and Richstein [6], proved that 1093 and 3511 are the only Wieferich
primes less than 1.25 × 1015. More recently, Dorais and Klyve [3] extend
this interval to 6.7× 1015.
We say that a prime p is a Wieferich prime of order w ≥ 1, if νp(2
p−1−1) =
w + 1.
The following result, from Nathanson [8, Thm. 3.6], give us a method to
calculate |b|pt from |b|p.
Theorem 8. Let p be an odd prime not divisor of b, m = νp(b
|b|p − 1) and
t a positive integer, then
|b|pt =


|b|p , if t ≤ m;
pt−m |b|p , if t > m.
Theorem 9. A prime p is a Wieferich prime of order greater than or equal
to w if and only if pw+1 is an overpseudoprime to base 2.
Proof. Suppose that p is a Wieferich prime of order greater than or equal
to w. Then pw+1 | 2p−1 − 1 and thus |2|pw+1 is a divisor of p− 1.
By Theorem 8, |2|pw+1 = p
r |2|p for some non-negative integer r. So,
r = 0. Therefore, pw+1 is an overpseudoprime to base 2. The reciprocal is
clear.

Theorem 10. Let n be an overpseudoprime to base 2. If n is not the
multiple of the square of a Wieferich prime, then n is squarefree.
Proof. Let n = pl11 . . . p
lk
k and, say, l1 ≥ 2. If p1 is not a Wieferich prime,
then |2|p21 divides p1(p1 − 1) but does not divide p1 − 1. Thus, |2|p21 ≥ p1.
Since |2|p1 ≤ p1 − 1, then |2|p21 > |2|p1 and by Theorem 2, n is not an
overpseudoprime to base 2. 
4. Overpseudoprime to base b
Take b a positive integer greater than 1. Denote by r = rb(n) the
number of cyclotomic cosets of b modulo n. If C1, . . . , Cr are the differ-
ent cyclotomic cosets of b modulo n, then Cj1 ∩ Cj2 = ∅, j1 6= j2 and⋃r
j=1Cj = {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}.
Let p be a prime which does not divide b(b − 1). Once again, we get
rb(p)|b|p = p− 1.
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Definition 11. We say that a composite number n, relatively prime to b, is
an overpseudoprime to base b, if it satisfies
n = rb(n)|b|n + 1. (4.1)
The proof of the next theorem follows similarly as in Theorem 2.
Theorem 12. Let n be a composite number such that gcd(n, b) = 1. Then
n is an overpseudoprime to base b if and only if |b|n = |b|d, for each divisor
d > 1 of n.
Definition 13. A prime p is said a Wieferich prime in base b if bp−1 ≡ 1
(mod p2). A Wieferich prime to base b is of order w ≥ 1, if νp(b
p−1 − 1) =
w + 1.
With this definition in our hands, we can generalize Theorems 9 and 10.
The respective proofs, are similar to that ones.
Theorem 14. A prime p is a Wieferich prime in base b of order greater
than or equal to w if and only if pw+1 is an overpseudoprime to base b.
Theorem 15. If n is overpseudoprime to base b and is not a multiple of a
square of a Wieferich prime to base b, then n is squarefree.
Let us remember that an odd composite N such that N − 1 = 2rs with s
an odd integer and (b, N) = 1, is a strong pseudoprime to base b if either
bs ≡ 1 (mod N) or b2
is ≡ −1 (mod N), for some 0 ≤ i < r. The following
result shows us, that the overpseudoprimes do not appear more frequently
than the strong pseudoprimes.
Theorem 16. If n is an overpseudoprime to base b, then n is a strong
pseudoprime to the same base.
Proof. Let n be an overpseudoprime to base b. Suppose that n − 1 = 2rs
and |b|n = 2
ts1, for some odd integer s, s1 and nonnegative integers r, t.
Since n is an overpseudoprime, then |b|n|n − 1. Thus t ≤ r and s1 divides
s. Assume t = 0. So |b|n is a divisor of s and thus
bs ≡ 1 (mod n).
Then n is a strong pseudoprime to base b.
On the other side, assume that t ≥ 1 and write A = bs1 = b
|b|n
2t . Note
that
(A− 1)(A + 1)(A2 + 1)(A2
2
+ 1) · · · (A2
t−1
+ 1) = A2
t
− 1 ≡ 0 (mod n).
We claim that for any i < t−1 the greatest common divisor gcd(n, A2
i
+1)
is 1 . Indeed, assume that d > 1 divides both n and A2
i
+ 1. Since n
is an overpseudoprime to base b, we have |b|d = |b|n and the congruence
A2
i
= b2
is1 ≡ −1 (mod d), leave us to a contradiction with the definition of
|b|d. Thus, gcd(A
2i + 1, n) = 1. Similarly gcd (A− 1, n) = 1 and we obtain
A2
t−1
+ 1 ≡ 0 (mod n).
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Consequently, b2
t−1s ≡ −1 (mod n). Therefore, n is a strong pseudoprime
to base b. 
Note that there are strong pseudoprimes to base b such that |b|n = 2
ts1
and b2
is1 6≡ −1 (mod n) for i < t − 1, but n is not an overpseudoprime to
base b. For example n = 74415361 and b = 13.
As before, where we have proved that every overpseudoprime to base 2
is super-Poulet pseudoprime, using Theorem 12 we can prove the following
statement.
Theorem 17. Every overpseudoprime n to base b is a superpseudoprime,
that is
bd−1 ≡ 1 (mod d), (4.2)
for each divisor d > 1 of n.
Theorem 18. If n is an overpseudoprime to base b, then for every two
divisors d1 < d2 of n, including 1 and n, we have
|b|n|d2 − d1. (4.3)
Proof. By the equation (4.2), we have |b|di = |b|n divides di− 1, for i = 1, 2,
and thus (4.3) follows. 
5. Primoverization Process
Note that, if n is an overpseudoprime to base b, a divisor of n is either
prime or overpseudoprime to base b. In this section we study some kinds of
numbers which satisfy this property.
In the sequel, we denote by Φn (x) the n-th cyclotomic polynomial. We
recall the following theorems from Castillo et al. [2].
Theorem 19. A composite number N with gcd (N, |b|N ) = 1, is an overpseu-
doprime to base b if and only if Φ|b|N (b) ≡ 0 (mod N) and |b|N > 1.
Theorem 20. Let N > 2 and PN (b) =
ΦN (b)
gcd (N, ΦN (b))
. If PN (b) is
composite, then PN (b) is an overpseudoprime to base b.
The last theorem leave us to the next definition.
Definition 21. A positive integer is called primover to base b if it is either
prime or an overpseudoprime to base b.
By Theorem 12, we know that each divisor greater than 1, of a overpseu-
doprime to base b is primover to the same base b. By Corollary 2.1, Mp is
primover to base 2.
Theorem 20 suggests that we need to know the value of gcd (N, ΦN (b)).
To that objective, we recall a result from Motose [7, Th. 2].
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Theorem 22. We set n ≥ 2, a ≥ 2. Then p is a prime divisor of Φn(b)
if and only if gcd(b, p) = 1 and n = pγ |b|p where γ ≥ 0. A prime divisor p
of Φn(b) for n ≥ 3 has the property such that n = |a|p or νp(Φn(b)) = 1 as
γ = 0 or not.
Let p be the greatest prime divisor ofN . We claim that either gcd(N,ΦN (b)) =
1 or p. Indeed, assume that there is a prime q < p divisor of N and ΦN(b).
Thus, Theorem 22 implies that N = qγ |b|q. But as p divides N , we ob-
tain a contradiction. So gcd(N,ΦN (b)), is either 1 or a power of p. If
gcd(N,ΦN (b)) > 1, then N = p
l|b|p. Since l > 0, Theorem 22 implies that
p2 does not divide ΦN (b). Therefore, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 23. Let N > 1 and p the greatest prime divisor of N . Then
gcd(N,ΦN (b)) = 1 or p.
In the sequel, we prove that some known kinds of numbers are primovers
to some base b.
Theorem 24. A generalized Fermat number, Fn(b) = b
2n + 1, with n a
positive integer and b even; is primover to base b.
Proof. It is well known that if p is prime, then Φpr (x) =
xp
r
− 1
xp
r−1 − 1
, see Ba-
munoba [1, Thm. 3.4.6] or Gallot [4, Thm. 1.1]. Since gcd
(
2n+1, Φ2n+1 (b)
)
=
1, we have P2n+1(b) = Fn (b) and the result follows from Theorem 20. 
Theorem 25. A generalized Mersenne number, Mp (b) =
bp − 1
b− 1
, with p a
prime such that gcd(p, b− 1) = 1, is primover to base b.
Proof. Note that Φp(b) = Mp (b) and gcd(p,Φp(b)) = 1. So Pp(b) = Mp(b)
and the result follows from Theorem 20. 
By Theorems 18 and 25, once again, we can prove that the numbersMp(b)
satisfy a similar property of the Mersenne numbers Mp.
Corollary 26. If gcd(p, b− 1) = 1, then for every pair of divisors d1 < d2
of Mp(b), including trivial divisors 1 and Mp(b), we have
p|d2 − d1. (5.1)
The following corollary give us an interesting property of Mr(b).
Corollary 27. Let r be a prime with gcd(r, b−1) = 1. Then Mr(b) is prime
if and only if the progression (1+rx)x≥0 contains just one prime p such that
|b|p = r.
Proof. Assume that Mr(b) is prime. If there exists a prime p, such that
|b|p = r, then p = Mr(b). Since r|p − 1, i.e., p is the unique prime in the
progression (1 + rx)x≥0.
Conversely, assume that there exists only one prime of the form p = 1+rx,
with x ≥ 0, such that |b|p = r. So p divides Mr(b). If Mr(b) is composite,
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then it is overpseudoprime to base b and thus to other prime divisor q of
Mr(b) we obtain |b|q = r. This contradicts our assumption. 
The next result shows that Fermat numbers to base 2 are the only ones,
of the form 2m + 1, which are primover to base 2.
Theorem 28. The following properties hold.
(1) Assume that b is even. Then Pm(b) = b
m + 1 is primover to base b
if and only if m is a power of 2.
(2) Suppose that gcd(n, b − 1) = 1. Then Mn(b) =
bn − 1
b− 1
is primover
to base b if and only if n is prime.
Proof. Sufficient conditions were proved in Theorems 24 and 25.
Now assume that m has an odd prime divisor. So b + 1 is a divisor of
Pm(b) and thereby it is not a prime. Since, |b|b+1 = 2 and |b|bm+1 = 2m;
also it is not an overpseudoprime to base b.
To prove the necessity of the second part, suppose that n is not prime.
Thus for a prime p divisor of n, we have Mn(b) is composite and b
p−1 is one
of its proper divisors. As |b|bp−1 = p and |b|Mn(b) = n, we get that Mn(b) is
not an overpseudoprime to base b. 
We note that, for p and q primes with q < p, |b|Φpq(b) = pq.
Theorem 29. If q < p are primes, then
N =
(b− 1)(bpq − 1)
(bp − 1)(bq − 1)
is primover to base b if and only if N is not multiple of p.
Proof. It is clear that, N = Φpq (b). Assume that N is not a multiple of p.
Corollary 23 implies that gcd (pq, Φpq (b)) = 1 and the result follows from
Theorem 20.
Conversely assume thatN is primover to base b and p dividesN . Thereby,
|b|p divides q and as |b|N = pq, we get a contradiction. 
Corollary 30. With the above notation, if p divides N , then
N
p
is primover
to base b.
Once again, using Corollary 23 and Theorem 20 we can prove the following
theorems.
Theorem 31. If p is prime, then
N =
bp
n
− 1
bp
n−1 − 1
is primover to base b if and only if N is not multiple of p.
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Theorem 32. Let n = p1p2 · · · pt, where p1 < p2 < · · · < pt are primes and
let
N =
∏
e|n
(be − 1)µ(e)µ(n) .
If gcd(N, pt) = 1, then N is primover to base b. In other case,
N
pt
is primover
to base b.
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